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In The Miracles Answer Book, Christian apologist Lee Strobel explores the exciting, sometimes perplexing topic of miracles, answering people's most pressing questions about them with
profound, astonishing, and faith-building insights, as well as real-life examples, that satisfy the mind and heart.
In this New York Times bestselling book, award-winning Chicago Tribune journalist Lee Strobel investigates and unpacks the scientific evidence that points toward God. "My road to atheism
was paved by science . . . but, ironically, so was my later journey to God," Strobel says. During his academic years, Lee Strobel became convinced that God was obsolete, a belief that colored
his journalism career. Science had made the idea of a Creator irrelevant - or so Strobel thought. But today science points in a different direction. A diverse and impressive body of research has
increasingly supported the conclusion that the universe was intelligently designed. At the same time, Darwinism has faltered in the face of concrete facts and hard reason. Has science
discovered God? At the very least, it's giving faith an immense boost, as new findings emerge about the incredible complexity of our universe. Join Strobel as he reexamines the theories that
once led him away from God. Through his compelling and highly readable account, you’ll encounter the mind-stretching discoveries from cosmology, cellular biology, DNA research,
astronomy, physics, and human consciousness that present astonishing evidence in The Case for a Creator. Also available: The Case for a Creator small group video study and study guide,
Spanish edition, kids' edition, student edition, and more.
Was God telling the truth when he said, "You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart"?In his #1 best-seller The Case for Christ, Lee Strobel examined the claims of
Christ, reaching the hard-won verdict that Jesus is God's unique son. In The Case for Faith, Strobel turns his skills to the most persistent emotional objections to belief--the eight "heart
barriers" to faith. The Case for Faith is for those who may be feeling attracted to Jesus but who are faced with difficult questions standing squarely in their path. For Christians, it will deepen
their convictions and give them fresh confidence in discussing Christianity with even their most skeptical friends."Everyone--seekers, doubters, fervent believers--benefits when Lee Strobel
hits the road in search of answers, as he does again in The Case for Faith. In the course of his probing interviews, some of the toughest intellectual obstacles to faith fall away."--Luis Palau
A riveting journey to the truth about the most remarkable event in history: The resurrection of Jesus Christ and the proof behind it. From the award-winning, best-selling book, The Case for
Christ by Lee Strobel, this booklet is perfect for Easter or any time of the year.
In The Case for Grace, bestselling author Lee Strobel crafts a compelling and highly personal case for God, focusing on God's transforming work in the lives of men and women today. In this
book, you'll encounter racists, addicts, and even murderers who have found new hope and purpose. You'll meet once-bitter people who have received God's power to forgive those who have
harmed them - and, equally amazing, people mired in guilt who have discovered that they can even forgive themselves. Writing with unusual candor, Lee draws upon his own journey from
atheism to Christianity to explore the depth and breadth of God's redeeming love for spiritually wayward people. He travels thousands of miles to capture the inspiring stories of everyday
people whose values have been radically changed and who have discovered the "how" and "why" behind God’s amazing grace. Through it all, you will be encouraged as you see how God’s
grace can revolutionize your eternity and relationships . . . starting today. Also available: The Case for Grace Spanish edition, kids' edition, and student edition. Plus, be sure to check out Lee
Strobel's entire collection of Case for... books: The Case for Christ investigates the historical evidence for Jesus The Case for a Creator explores the scientific evidence for God The Case for
Faith responds to eight major objections about Christianity . . . and more!
Case for Kids Bundle will include: The Case for Faith for Kids (310711460), The Case for a Creator for Kids (310711487), The Case for Christ for Kids (310711479), Off My Case for
Kids(310711991).
In this revised six-session small group Bible study, you will follow bestselling author Lee Strobel as he discovers that science, far from being the enemy of faith, now provides a solid foundation
for a belief in God.
Includes one copy each of The Case for the Real Jesus (031024210X), The Case for Faith (0310234697), The Case for a Creator (0310241448), and The Case for Christ (0310226465).
From college classrooms to bestselling books to the Internet, the historic picture of Jesus is under an intellectual onslaught. This fierce attack on the traditional portrait of Jesus has confused spiritual seekers
and created doubt among many Christians---but can these radical new claims and revisionist theories stand up to sober scrutiny?
There’s little question that he actually lived. But miracles? Rising from the dead? Some of the stories you hear about him sound like just that--stories. A reasonable person would never believe them, let alone
the claim that he’s the only way to God! But a reasonable person would also make sure that he or she understood the facts before jumping to conclusions. That’s why Lee Strobel--an award-winning legal
journalist with a knack for asking tough questions--decided to investigate Jesus for himself. An atheist, Strobel felt certain his findings would bring Christianity’s claims about Jesus tumbling down like a house
of cards. He was in for the surprise of his life. Join him as he retraces his journey from skepticism to faith. You’ll consult expert testimony as you sift through the truths that history, science, psychiatry,
literature, and religion reveal. Like Strobel, you’ll be amazed at the evidence--how much there is, how strong it is, and what it says. The facts are in. What will your verdict be in The Case for Christ?
DISCOVER THE TRUE CHRISTMAS STORY Even when he was an atheist, Lee Strobel enjoyed the Christmas season-the gift-giving, holiday parties, and being with friends and family. But after his wife
became a Christian, Lee started to investigate the real meaning behind all those nativity scenes he had seen outside of churches. In this four-week study, Lee reveals what he discovered as he sought to
separate the holiday from the holy day, the facts from the fantasy, and the truth from the tradition. In each session you will explore: What the Bible actually says about Jesus' birth and how you can know it is
accurate Whether the Christmas story actually happened or developed from the myths of the day The Bible's claim that Jesus was born of a virgin and why it is important to your faith How Jesus-and only
Jesus-fulfilled hundreds of biblical prophecies about the Messiah The Case for Christmas will invite you to look beyond the familiar traditions of the season, challenge you to examine the evidence for yourself,
and consider why Christmas really matters. Sessions include: Setting the Record Straight Beneath the Fake News A Mind-Boggling Proposition The Prophetic Fingerprint Designed for use with The Case for
Christmas Video Study/The Case for Easter Video Study (sold separately).
Is there credible evidence that Jesus of Nazareth is really the Son of God? This new edition includes scores of revisions and additions, including updated material on archaeological and manuscript
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discoveries.
Have you ever heard Scripture's truths but wondered where to find those truths in the Scriptures? Or have you ever wondered where to find evidence for belief in God in the Bible? You're not alone. Millions of
people have asked these same questions, including Lee Strobel - an atheist who engaged in a thorough search for the truth to decide for himself if Jesus was who he claimed to be. Drawn from Lee's own
experiences as a former atheist and featuring his journalistic style from his days as an investigative reporter with the Chicago Tribune, the notes and articles throughout The Case for Christ Study Bible are
designed to motivate you to investigate the Bible's claims for yourself. Whether you are a Christian seeking encouragement in your faith and knowledge about who God is or a seeker or skeptic searching for
answers, you will benefit from Lee's own extensive search for the truth. Some of the excellent study notes found in this Bible include: The Case for Christ Articles Over 220 The Case for Christ notes explore
Jesus' claims and deity and demonstrate that he is the Messiah. The Case for the Bible Notes More than 170 The Case for the Bible notes explore the character of the Bible and the extra-biblical evidence
that corroborates Scripture as well as explain apparent contradictions within the Bible. The Case for a Creator Notes Seventy-five The Case for a Creator notes highlight the wonders of creation and
demonstrate how the scientific evidence points to one all-powerful Creator. The Case for Faith Articles One hundred The Case for Faith articles address questions such as, "How can there be a God that
would allow so much pain and suffering?" and, "Doesn't science prove that the world was created by chance?" The Verdict Notes Twenty The Verdict notes provide testimonies from scholars and other
Christians who have examined the evidence, discovered the reality of Jesus, and put their faith in him. Book Introductions Sixty-six Book Introductions offer a short overview of each book. Lee Strobel
(www.LeeStrobel.com), with a journalism degree from the University of Missouri and a Master of Studies in Law degree from Yale Law School, was the award-winning legal editor of the Chicago Tribune and
a spiritual skeptic until 1981. His books include four Gold Medallion winners and the 2005 Christian Book of the Year (coauthored with Garry Poole). He and his wife live in California.
Buy The Case for Christ and save $10.00 when you buy six. - perfect gift for searching friends - use it with your small group - give to your kids and their friends - use with your outreach ministry. Is there
credible evidence that Jesus of Nazareth really is the Son of God? Retracing his own spiritual journey from atheism to faith, Lee Strobel, former legal editor of the Chicago Tribune, cross-examines a dozen
experts with doctorates from schools like Cambridge, Princeton, and Brandeis who are recognized authorities in their own fields. Strobel challenges them with questions like How reliable is the New
Testament? Does evidence exist for Jesus outside the Bible? Is there any reason to believe the resurrection was an actual event? Strobel's tough, point-blank questions make this remarkable book read like a
captivating, fast-paced novel. But it's not fiction. It's a riveting quest for the truth about history's most compelling figure. What will your verdict be in The Case for Christ?
In The Case for Miracles for Kids, a companion to his adult title, bestselling author Lee Strobel tackles tough questions kids ask about God, Jesus, and miracles, along with providing kids with answers they
can use to share their faith.
Explores provocative questions about modern scholarship and conspiracy theories that debunk the traditional Christ, inviting readers to evaluate the arguments and evidence presented by Muslim scholars,
liberal theologians, and atheists, and reach their own verdict.
“My road to atheism was paved by science… but, ironically, so was my later journey to God.” Former atheist Lee Strobel has discovered that science, far from being the enemy of faith, now provides a solid
foundation for belief in God. New scientific discoveries point to the incredible complexity of our universe, a complexity best explained by the existence of a Creator. This revised six-session study (DVD/digital
video) invites participants to encounter this evidence delivered in a compelling conversational style. Join Strobel in reexamining the theories that once led him away from God. Pastors, small group leaders,
and individuals seeking resources that answer tough questions about the existence of God will find compelling answers in the Case for a Creator study. Sessions include: Science and God Doubts about
Darwinism The Evidence of Cosmology The Fine-tuning of the Universe The Evidence of Biochemistry The DNA and the Origin of Life Designed for use with the Case for a Creator Revised Video Study
9780310699606 (sold separately).
New York Times bestselling author Lee Strobel trains his investigative sights on the hot-button issue of whether it's credible to believe God intervenes supernaturally in people's lives today. The book features
the results of exclusive new scientific polling and first-hand reports that show miracle accounts are much more common than people think.
Why do we believe what we believe? The Case for Christ Daily Moment of Truth, by leading apologists for Christianity Lee Strobel and Mark Mittelberg, offers fact-based, intelligent devotions to build a
foundational faith. These 180 insightful writings will strengthen your spiritual knowledge and touch your heart with life-changing truth. Each devotion is based on a scientific, historical, or biblical fact that will
bolster your confidence in Christ. You will be inspired, encouraged, and equipped. A reflection at the end of each entry allows you to consider this new knowledge and how to put it into action. In these
thoughtful devotions Strobel and Mittelberg articulate the reasons why Christians believe what they believe. Combining the authors' expertise in apologetics with scriptural application for daily living, this
devotional will leave you deeply encouraged and well informed. Topics range from scientific discoveries to theological explanations, and each devotion is followed by a brief reflection, prayer, and thought to
meditate on and talk about. You'll emerge with a deeper understanding of your beliefs. In the process, you'll find your love of truth--and your passion to share it--growing each day.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "The Case For A Creator: A Journalist Investigates Scientific
Evidence That Points Toward God." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
Bestselling authors Lee Strobel and Mark Mittelberg draw on the principles in The Case for Christ to provide a training course for believers that equips them with practical tools to share their faith.
An action plan to help Christians relate their faith to unchurched people.
An in-depth examination of the latest scientific research concerning creationism finds that rather than disproving the existence of God, modern science more than ever before provides strong evidence of God
as the creator.
Explains in plain terms who Jesus was according to the Bible, and suggests reasons why the Bible should be believed.

A new presentation of the material in Lee Strobel's best-selling and Gold Medallion Award-winning book, The Case for Christ. Written specifically for teens and older.'Excellent for Homeschool
Use'
The author of "The Case for Christ" now presents thoughts on the spiritual aspects of marriage.
Offers a faith-based approach to science, the universe, and the development of human life.
Doubt is familiar territory for Lee Strobel, the former atheist and award-winning author of books for skeptics and Christians. But he believes that faith and reason go hand in hand, and that
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Christianity is a defensible religion. In this six-session video curriculum, Strobel uses his journalistic approach to explore the most common emotional obstacles to faith in Christ. These include
the natural inclination to wrestle with faith and doubt, the troubling presence of evil and suffering in the world, and the exclusivity of the Christian gospel. They also include this compelling
question: Can I doubt and be a Christian? Through compelling video of personal stories and experts addressing these topics, combined with reflection and interaction, Christians and spiritual
seekers will learn how to overcome these obstacles, deepen their spiritual convictions, and find new confidence that Christianity is a reasonable faith.
Can you really trust in hope? Lee Strobel proves that you can! Lee Strobel’s trademark investigative style paired with an uplifting message of the hope found in Jesus Christ. Lee’s timeless
message walks readers through why holding on to hope is so crucial, why we can trust in the hope of Jesus Christ, and how that hope can change our lives for the better. Lee Strobel has
already helped millions delve deeper into their faith and investigate the how and the why of what they believe. His cases for a creator, Christ, and faith are air-tight and convincing to even the
most stalwart skeptic. The Case for Hope is sure to inspire and ignite hope into the hearts of those who thought they were without hope.
Your most pressing questions about Christianity are answered in bestselling author Lee Strobel's The Case for Christ Answer Booklet. This 64-page booklet is filled with short, easy-tounderstand Qand A about important faith issues.
'My road to atheism was paved by science... but, ironically, so was my later journey to God.'Former atheist Lee Strobel has discovered that science, far from being the enemy of faith, now
provides a solid foundation for belief in God. New scientific discoveries point to the incredible complexity of our universe, a complexity best explained by the existence of a Creator.This revised
six-session DVD and study guide invites participants to encounter this evidence delivered in a compelling conversational style. Join Strobel in reexamining the theories that once led him away
from God. Pastors and small group leaders seeking resources that answer tough questions about the existence of God will find compelling answers in Case for a Creator: A DVD Study. This
package---perfect for small groups and Bible studies---includes one study guide and one DVD.The six sessions include:Science and GodDoubts about DarwinismThe Evidence of
CosmologyThe Fine Tuning of the UniverseThe Evidence of BiochemistryThe DNA and the Origin of Life
The Case for a CreatorA Journalist Investigates Scientific Evidence That Points Toward GodZondervan

Is there credible evidence that Jesus of Nazareth really is the Son of God?Retracing his own spiritual journey from atheism to faith, Lee Strobel, former legal editor of the Chicago
Tribune, cross-examines a dozen experts with doctorates from schools like Cambridge, Princeton, and Brandeis who are recognized authorities in their own fields.Strobel
challenges them with questions like How reliable is the New Testament? Does evidence for Jesus exist outside the Bible? Is there any reason to believe the resurrection was an
actual event?Winner of the Gold Medallion Book Award and twice nominated for the Christian Book of the Year Award, Strobel's tough, point-blank questions read like a
captivating, fast-paced novel. But it's not fiction. It's a riveting quest for the truth about history's most compelling figure.
Based on the award-winning books, The Case For Christ, The Case For Faith, and The Case For a Creator are now available in this convenient DVD Box Set. The Case For
Christ: Retracing his own spiritual journey, Lee Strobel, award-winning former legal editor of The Chicago Tribune, cross-examines the religious experts from Cambridge,
Princeton, and other universities with tough, point-blank questions. This remarkable documentary is a riveting quest for the truth about history's most compelling figure. The Case
For Faith: Despite the compelling historical evidence, many people grapple with serious concerns about faith in God. Strobel turns his tenacious investigative skills to the most
persistent emotional objections to belief - the eight heart barriers to faith. The Case for Faith is for those who may be feeling attracted to Jesus but who are faced with intellectual
barriers standing squarely in their path. The Case For a Creator: When objectively considered, does contemporary scientific evidence point toward or away from a supernatural
Creator? Using interviews with scientists and scholars from a wide range of disciplines for the answers, The Case For a Creator is a remarkable film about Strobel's journey from
spiritual skepticism to a profound faith in the God who has etched His indelible signature upon every galaxy and living cell.
Lee Strobel's bestselling book on forgiveness and grace, adapted for kids.What does grace really mean How can God's grace impact your life How can you experience grace
every dayThis new book by New York Times bestselling author, Lee Strobel, shows how God's love is for everyone-no matter what. Through stories of everyday people whose
lives have been changed, you will discover God's love and the power of forgiveness. You will experience God's amazing grace and be able to share it with others.
In The Case for Heaven, bestselling author and investigative journalist turns a critical eye on the evidence for heaven, a variety of claims about the afterlife, and modern day
stories of near-death experiences to build a compelling case that death is not the end of our existence but a transition to an exciting and very real world to come.
Of the many world religions, only one claims that its founder returned from the grave. The resurrection of Jesus Christ is the very cornerstone of Christianity. But a dead man
coming back to life? In our sophisticated age, when myth has given way to science, who can take such a claim seriously? Some argue that Jesus never died on the cross.
Conflicting accounts make the empty tomb seem suspect.sHow credible is the evidence for the resurrection? Focusing his award-winning skills as a legal journalist on history's
most compelling enigma, Lee Strobel retraces the startling findings that led him from atheism to belief. Drawing on expert testimony first shared in his blockbuster book The Case
for Christ, Strobel examines: The Medical Evidence -- Was Jesus' death a sham and his resurrection a hoax? The Evidence of the Missing Body -- Was Jesus' body really absent
from his tomb? The Evidence of Appearances -- Was Jesus seen alive after his death on the cross? Written in a hard-hitting journalistic style, The Case for Easter probes the
core issues of the resurrection. Jesus Christ, risen from the dead: superstitious myth or life-changing reality? The evidence is in. The verdict is up to you. Book jacket.
Bestselling author Lee Strobel examines how we can know the biblical accounts of Jesus' resurrection are accurate by objectively looking at the evidence surrounding Jesus'
death, the evidence of the empty tomb, and the evidence of the many witnesses who saw him alive after his crucifixion.
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In this five-session video study, bestselling author Lee Strobel helps participants to understand what the Bible teaches about heaven, hell, and eternity, and how they can have
confidence those beliefs are grounded in reality.
Explores the credibility and accuracy of Jesus' biographies, whether archaeology disproves or confirms the biblical records, whether Jesus is divine, and whether Jesus fulfilled
the messianic prophecy.
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